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The beam interlock system (BIS) for machine protec-
tion began operation in 2006 along with the beam com-
missioning of RIBF.1) The BIS is still under stable op-
eration; however, its maintenance has become gradually
difficult because some of the modules used in the system
are discontinued and cannot be replaced. In addition,
another problem is the declining performance of the sys-
tem because of the increase in the number of inputs to
the system during its 14 years of operation. Measure-
ments performed in summer 2020 show that the average
response time of BIS, the time from when the system re-
ceives the interlock signal to when the beam is stopped,
is approximately 18 ms, which is greater than the system
design value of 10 ms. To operate higher-power beams in
the future more safely, a response speed of 10 ms or less
is required. Therefore, we have been developing a succes-
sor system to the BIS for a few years, and we applied the
prototype to the AVF cyclotron and its low-energy ex-
perimental facility as AVF-BIS in summer 2020. We will
report its operation status and performance evaluation.

The hardware constitution and process flow of the pro-
totype are shown in Fig. 1; the details are reported in
Ref. 2). One new advantage of the prototype is that it
has a multi-central processing unit (CPU) configuration
that can shorten the response time of the system by using
different CPUs according to the speed required by each
process such as stopping the beam after receiving the in-
terlock signal and parameter setting of the system. We
set up the prototype comprising two programmable logic
controller (PLC) stations: one with a Linux-based CPU
and a sequence CPU was installed in the vault for the po-
larized ion source, and the other with a sequence CPU
was installed in vault C for the power supplies for the
magnets. The communication between the two stations
was performed through FL-net (an open network proto-
col used for interconnection between controllers) using
dedicated wiring; the signal setting and monitoring are
performed by the terminal in the control room via the
Ethernet. In AVF-BIS, 25 digital inputs and 24 analog
inputs are used as the interlock signals; 5 digital outputs
are used to stop a beam in total.

As a result of the oscilloscope-measured signal trans-
mission speed in the AVF-BIS, the observed response
time averaged 2 ms and 5.7 ms, respectively, within
one station and with both stations. The average re-
sponse time is 1.4 ms and 3.8 ms for the operation within
one station and using two stations, respectively, in the
test prior to the introduction of the prototype as AVF-
BIS. The difference between the two measurements is at-
tributed to the difference in the length of the ladder pro-
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Fig. 1. Hardware constitution and process flow in the proto-
type. Blue lines represent communication via Ethernet,
green lines represent communication via PLC bus, and
purple lines represent communication via FL-net.

gram executed on the sequence CPU: the ladder program
became longer as a result of the repeated program modi-
fications when operating the prototype as the AVF-BIS.
However, it is sufficient as the performance of the AVF-
BIS. When deploying the AVF-BIS in the same scale as
the BIS that consists of 5 PLC stations with roughly
400 signals, the response time is estimated to be almost
10 ms. The basis for the estimation is as follows: increase
the number of total signals and the time required for the
signal transmission via FL-net increases depending on
the number of PLC stations.

The above result shows that it is possible to achieve
half the response time of the existing BIS by expanding
the prototype to the successor system of the BIS; how-
ever, simultaneously, it shows that it limits the perfor-
mance of the system. In a system with insufficient per-
formance, it may not be possible to maintain the increase
in the number of signals required to be monitored by the
BIS in the future when a higher-power beam accelerated
by RIBF, and another higher performance system may
be required again. To avoid such a scenario, we have
started to study a system with a field-programmable
gate array (FPGA). The process that requires high speed
is executed on the FPGA while the system is designed
based on PLC. The system aims to reduce the response
time to digital input signals to less than 1 ms.
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HiCARI: High-resolution Cluster Array at RIBF
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The RIKEN Nishina Center and the RIBF have been
conducting in-beam γ-ray spectroscopy experiments at
the forefront of nuclear structure research. Studies on
exotic nuclei have focused on experiments employing
beams with the largest possible isospin asymmetry. Low
beam intensities require thick secondary reaction tar-
gets to achieve reasonable luminosity for measurements
as well as a high efficiency γ-ray detector. The NaI(Tl)
detector array DALI21) features a very high detection
efficiency, ∼20% for 1 MeV γ rays, but it has very lim-
ited resolution for the transition energies (approximately
10% FWHM for typical in-beam experiments). This de-
tector is ideally suited for first spectroscopy experiments
for nuclei at the limits of the known nuclear chart, as well
as for studies featuring low level densities or selective
population of states such as magic nuclei or Coulomb
excitation. The detailed spectroscopy of complex level
schemes and measurements of excited state lifetimes are
not possible with the DALI2 array.

To overcome these limitation for in-beam γ-ray spec-
troscopy experiments at the RIBF, the HiCARI project
was initiated. The HiCARI array comprises segmented
high-purity germanium detectors. This provides excel-
lent energy resolution to in-beam experiments by im-
proving both the intrinsic energy resolution of the de-
tector material itself and the position resolution for the
interaction points of the γ ray with the detector ma-
terial, which is required for the Doppler reconstruction
of transition energies. The high resolution also allows
determining the lifetimes of excited states by analyz-
ing the shape of the peak in the Doppler reconstructed
spectrum. For the HiCARI array, eight Miniball triple
cluster detectors,2) 8(4)-fold segmented Clover detectors
from IBS Korea (two clusters) and IMP China (four clus-
ters), the RCNP quad-type 36-fold segmented tracking
detector, and a triple segmented tracking detector P3
from LBNL Berkeley, which is also 36-fold segmented,
are available. The final array installed at the F8 focus
for experiments employing the ZeroDegree spectrometer
comprises six Miniball triples, four Clovers, and the two
tracking detector modules; it is shown in Fig. 1.

The readout electronics is based on the digital data ac-
quisition of the GRETINA array.3) The signals of each
central contact and segment electrode are digitized with
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Fig. 1. HiCARI array located at the F8 focus. The beam
enters through the beam pipe from the left. The forward
ring (θlab ∼ 22–55◦) comprises six Miniball detector mod-
ules (MB). The tracking detectors (P3 and Quad) are lo-
cated in the horizontal plane, with the Clover detectors
(CL) arranged on top and bottom of the θlab ∼ 60–85◦

ring.

a 100 MHz sampling rate and recorded. The energy
is derived using a trapezoidal filter algorithm. For the
tracking detectors, the energy and three-dimensional po-
sition information of individual interaction points within
the segments is derived from the GRETINA signal de-
composition analysis.

Before the experimental campaign (for details on in-
dividual experiments, see contributions in this volume),
a series of characterization and commissioning measure-
ments was performed. In-beam measurements using an
intense 82Ge beam of approximately 260 MeV/nucleon
impinging on Be and Au targets of various thicknesses
were used to characterize the in-beam efficiency and res-
olution of the HiCARI array. The response to the high-
intensity, low-energy radiation from atomic processes in
the collision of beam and target was also investigated,
and the effect of different shielding materials was ex-
plored.
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